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ABSTR ACT
Current computer-aided-design tools tend to focus on technical descriptions of objects
and processes, while disregarding the agency of the designer in the creative process.
This research shifts the focus to explore how computational tools could embrace the
designer’s perception and trigger design exploration. In this direction, Pattern Mapping
is presented as a prototypical software for the designing, making, and learning of a
geometric material system: free-form surfaces created by the deformation of thin
aluminum with auxetic-pattern slits. Along with the development of the software, the
paper reports on a new methodology towards visual exploration in computational tools.
Texture mapping—a computer-graphics algorithm—is utilized to bridge intuitive visualizations of form and materiality with geometric analysis. Informed by recent studies on
design creativity, visual perception, and a precedent of an artist’s workflow, the proposed
software facilitates learning through multiple modes of representations and drawing-like
operations. Ultimately, Pattern Mapping is a provocation for the fusion of computational
analysis with perception, drawing, and making.
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Pattern-mapped surface (left)
and instance of the software
interface used to create it (right)

INTRODUCTION
Since the conception of Computer-Aided-Design (CAD)
tools, the emphasis has been on the technical description of objects and processes, with much development
and success to that end. Digital tools can now rationalize
intricate geometries and generate multiple design solutions
from given material and fabrication constraints. However,
what is still missing from CAD practices is a real consideration of design agency in the creative process (Figure 2).
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Designer’s agency is manifest when working with physical
media. Drawings and physical models often act as experiments and allow the designer to interact with intangible
concepts. This research speculates on a software for
design and making that revives elements of this tactile
experimentation by embracing designer’s visual perception.
The goal is to explore how computational analysis can not
only describe the object and its materiality, but also trigger
design exploration.
Theoretical Framework & Precedent Study

Design exploration is hard to define, and even harder to
describe computationally. Here, it is construed as the
process of acquiring design knowledge through experience, by “trying things out.” For Schön (1983), drawings
and models are essential for this process, as learning
occurs between thinking and the act of making, what he
calls “reflection-in-action.” Kelly and Gero (2014) introduce
the notion of interpretation to describe design knowledge
and define it as the ability to make associations between
different concepts.
To understand how concepts relate in the case of tactile and
computational workflows, the research revisited the work
of Ron Resch, an artist who translated his pattern designs
into the first computer simulations during the ‘70s and ‘80s.
Through an iterative tactile workflow, Resch was gradually grasping the relationship between the concepts of his
geometric design system: form, pattern, and kinematics.
He developed his understanding to discover novel patterns
through the use of both global and local operations, as
well as multiple modes of representation such as folds,
notations, and sticks (Witt, Pertigkiozoglou 2019). In his
computer programs, however, the kinematic behavior or
the geometric order was “black-boxed” within the tool,
and the operator could only control an input or a tuning
parameter (Figure 3).
In the context of Resch’s design process, the computer
simulations were complementary to an intuitive understanding developed through extensive material studies.
What would it mean for the next generation of CAD to
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Agencies involved in CAD
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Resch’s tactile workflow (top), and his computer simulation
and optimization workflows (bottom)
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Diagram of the concepts involved in Pattern Mapping’s
geometric design system
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integrate both computational analysis and tactile exploration? The rest of this paper will explore this question
through a prototypical software for designing, making,
and learning a particular material and geometric system:
free-form surfaces made by deforming pattern-cut planar
material (Figures 5, 6). With the Pattern Mapping software
one can explore how the concepts of form and pattern
relate to each other through deformation (Figure 4). The
system inherently combines two- and three-dimensionality. This is relevant to fabrication research, as many
prototyping and construction techniques use planar
materials. Additionally, it offers the potential of exploring
how 3d shape could be perceived from 2d representations.
Learning from Resch’s precedent, multiple modes of representation and operations like gestures with local and global
effect are crucial in design exploration. These takeaways
become the goals for the proposed software.
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Texture mapping was chosen as a way of simulating materiality computationally. In texture mapping the pixels of a
2d image are associated with the points of a 3d geometry
(Figure 7). To relate the two, the complex 3d surface is
stretched or shrunk to a topologically identical flat version
in 2d (parametrization). Inevitably, this mapping process
results in distortions of the original geometry, as it is
mathematically impossible to planarize non-developable
forms without some kind of deformation. These deformations become apparent in how the image stretches when
it is re-mapped onto the original surface. Different texture
mapping algorithms try to minimize this effect using various
constraints.
A closer look inside the “black box” of these algorithms
reveals a particular metric of deformation that is being
optimized: the local metric distortion (Hormann et al. 2007).

METHODS
Introducing Computational Analysis

Recent research in computer graphics shows a growing
interest for applications on material systems, along with
a new emerging methodology: instead of developing new
representations for complex systems, the researchers
revisit existing geometric computing techniques and
leverage their underlying principles to describe the
material and fabrication problems (e.g. EPFL/ Konakovic
2016; Disney Research & ETH/ Skouras et al. 2014).
Extending this approach, the presented research sought
for a graphics technique that not only provides the proper
geometric representation for free-form surfaces, but
also could bridge computational analysis with material
visualization.
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5,6 Close-ups of curved surfaces,
fabricated by deforming thin
aluminum with patterned slits
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Texture mapping: (top) An image
is mapped from the planar
domain (left) to the 3d geometry
(right); (bottom) illustrating
local metric distortion, namely
how the vectors of the tangent
plane at one point of the surface
deform during its transformation
from 2d to 3d
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Documentation of material
experiments: The effect of
pattern shape and scale,
and the relation to deformation maps
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Namely, for each point of the mesh there are two vectors
that change only by a fixed magnitude when transformed
from 2d to 3d, and indicate the amount (area) and directionality (ellipse) of the local distortion (Figure 7). This metric
can be extracted from a parametrized mesh1 by performing
a singular value decomposition (SVD)—a formula that
relates the 2d and 3d mesh coordinates. What if we
translate this geometric distortion of the surfaces to the
deformation of material systems?
Introducing a Material System

As various material systems deform differently, they could
be approximated by different parametrizations. Konakovic
et al. (2016, 2018) showed that conformal parametrization
can describe the deformation of surfaces with auxetic
linkages. When these linkages expand, they fix the local
angles between neighboring pieces, allowing only for
change in area (conformal transformation). Departing from
this study, the prototype focused on thin aluminum (0.016”)
with auxetic-patterned slits in rectangular and triangular
arrangements (Resch 1977). The aluminum was cut using
a Zünd router and shaped into curved surfaces with
the application of manual pressure that makes the cuts
expand.2
To associate the distortion metrics with material deformation, the research followed an empirical approach. Multiple
material experiments tested the effect of pattern scale and
shape on the “swelling” of the deformed surface (Figure
8). As expected, the triangular pattern allows for larger
deformations with higher curvature, when compared to the
rectangular one. Interestingly, the scale of the pattern does

not affect the maximum possible expansion of a surface
with a given area. However, a smaller-scaled pattern allows
for finer features, meaning that the impact of the deformation has smaller area of effect.
Introducing Perception: Representational Modes

Responding to the multiplicity of representations suggested
previously, Pattern Mapping uses three visualization maps:
the Qualitative, the Quantitative, and the Realistic (Figure
9). These maps are 2D conformal parametrizations of a 3D
form, and they visualize local metric distortion—or how the
planar surface should deform to reach a target 3d form.
Despite visualizing the same metric, each map illustrates
the relations between the main concepts of form, pattern,
and deformation in different but complementary ways.
Informed by research on how texturing affects our
perception of shape (Todd, Thaler 2010; Gibson 1950),
the Qualitative map attempts to associate deformation
with 3d form. It is a hybrid between a texture and a scalar
map: using custom vertex and fragment shaders in Unity,
a dotted texture is mapped on the 2d parametrization and
scaled by the magnitude of deformation at each point. As
a result, the texture gradient varies, producing the visual
impression of 3d surface.
The Quantitative map visualizes the deformation vector
field as ellipses with axes that represent the metrics (area
and directionality) of distortion. This mode shows possible
and impossible forms and patterning for a given deformation, acting as an intermediary between the Qualitative and
Realistic modes. For example, very skewed or large ellipses
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continuous alternation between three modes. Based on
one of the previous visualization maps, each mode is
a different work environment with its own toolset. The
same organizational principles permeate all modes, which
reinforces associations between concepts. In particular,
the work environment is divided into two main halves: 2d
mapping on one side and the corresponding 3d geometry
on the other. A sidebar contains additional maps of analytic
qualities, such as curvature, principal direction of deformation, or division in surface features. Selecting a side map
icon will add an overlay of the respective analysis on the
two main representations. These representational systems
are critical for navigating and operating the model, which
is a significant departure from conventional toolbars
(Figure 11).
Although the work environment is multi-dimensional,
the designer can only modify the 2D map. Allowing only
2d operations in a 3d CAD environment explores the
potential of an alternative mode of drawing: through
mapping instead of projection. These new operations
are like continuous gestures that “involve the pleasures
of doing, shaping and transforming”(Denes 1979), as
opposed to the current click and slider-tune user-interaction paradigms. For example, one can scale the deformation
using a brush in the Qualitative mode, change the directionality of the deformation vectors with a magnet in the
Quantitative mode, or stretch and pinch the geometry in the
Realistic mode. Local moves are experiments with global
effects on the designed form, displayed real-time
in all modes and maps, thus augmenting the perceptual
possibilities of the singular drawing.

RESULTS
10
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A scalar and a vector map of the local metric distortion (top)
are translated into the three visualization maps of Pattern
Mapping (bottom)

10 Visualization experiments: Texture mapping and scaling
based on the deformation

indicate that it is an impossible form for auxetic patterns,
as the transformation is not angle-preserving or the material cannot handle such expansion.
The Realistic map manifests the above qualities and
quantities in a particular material patterning system. The
directionality and area of the deformation are translated
into cuts that enable the aluminum to deform respectively.
Integration: Software Interface

The result of this research is the software itself and the
synthesis of its user-interface. Since the deformation maps
are the backbone of Pattern Mapping, they were evaluated
for their effectiveness both (a) to evoke geometric interpretations and (b) to approximate the material system:
(a) The success to visually imply form was tested early
on during the project development with visualizations
on various surface designs. Some of the parameters
assessed were the scale of the dotted texture, the relative
change in scale between areas with different deformation and the colors (black or inverted) (Figures 10, 12).
The more complex the surface topography the more
challenging it is to describe form only with pattern scale
variation. Future development in the Qualitative visualizations would include the directionality of texture distortion
(Todd et al. 2010).

To facilitate learning and discovery, the interface enables
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11 Snapshots from Pattern Mapping interface; Modes from top left to bottom right: (1) Qualitative, (2) Quantitative with deformation ellipses,
(3) Realistic mode, (4) Qualitative, (5) Quantitative with an overlay of features division based on the deformation vector field (6) the corresponding
Realistic mode of 5, where each feature is assigned a different pattern

 ( b) The success to approximate auxetic-patterned
aluminum surfaces was tested through fabricating
models (≈16x16 in.) created with Pattern Mapping.
Despite the empirical character of the material studies,
the computational method was proven effective to
describe material deformation, as the distortion maps
highly correspond to the actual fabricated experiments
(Figure 12).
Interestingly, the deformation maps acted not only as
exploratory media but also as fabrication instructions,
bridging the gap between drawing and making. Since
the same pattern cut can accommodate a range of

deformations, the maps guide the maker on how to manipulate pressure to achieve the designed form. During the
fabrication process, the maker can choose to perform the
instructions precisely or change some design decision, thus
extending the exploratory character in the physical domain.

CONCLUSION
Contributions and Further Research

Conceptually, the research speculated on a new paradigm for design and fabrication software that prioritizes
design exploration. The autonomy of digital tools is
construed as the integration of all agencies involved in
computer-aided design, while focusing on the designer's
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12 Fabricated surfaces (left column) and their corresponding Qualitative, Quantitative, and Realistic mappings

perception. Methodologically, the research proposed the
revisit of computer-graphic techniques to find perceptually intuitive representations for material systems. This
methodology was deployed on auxetic-patterned aluminum
surfaces. Based on bibliography that relates this system
with conformal maps, this paper expanded to explore how
visualizations can associate the concepts of a geometric
system. Particular emphasis was given on the connection between 2d representations and 3d models, which

is a fundamental discussion in the discipline of architecture. Ultimately, these explorations were integrated into
a prototypical software interface. The proposed software
visualizes the usually “black-boxed” technical descriptions,
providing immediate feedback between user actions and
their material implications.
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Future development of this work will expand the repertoire of material systems and representations that could

describe them. Since the presented prototype was limited
to surfaces, a future challenge will be to introduce
volumetric forms. This would test the limits of intuitive
understanding of three-dimensional form through two-dimensional deformation maps. Finally, while the Pattern
Mapping provided a vision and insights on how such
software could be, future user studies would enhance the
project by providing feedback on how the interface triggers
perception and interpretation.
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NOTES
1. 1.

from texture based on directional width gradients.” Journal of
To find the mesh parametrization, the project uses the

least-squares conformal map algorithm, as found in the geometry processing library libigl (Jacobson and Panozzo 2017).
2. 2.

Haresh Lalvani has extensively used similar material

systems for his sculptures.
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